APA Resources at UI Libraries

The *Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association* (6th ed., 2009) is available at several libraries on campus (Hardin Library for the Health Sciences, Main Library, Marvin A. Pomerantz Business Library, and Sciences Library) The call number is BF76.7 .P83 2010b. Check the online catalog to see if it is on course reserve or reference in these locations.


APA Formatting Examples

**Journal Article with DOI (direct object identifier) and continuous pagination:**

With continuous pagination, only the first issue of the volume has a page 1. If there is a letter as part of the pagination, leave the letter in the citation. Adler, Epel, Castellazzo, and Ickovics (2000) and Lam, Hiscock, and Wake (2003) have continuous pagination. Lam et al. (2003) has a letter as part of the pagination. If the journal repaginates each issue, leave the issue number(s) in the citation. See Pressman; issue 3-4 is part of the citation. These three citations with the DOI indicate that the researcher viewed the journal article electronically.


**Online magazine article**

Annual review with DOI

Book viewed in paper format
*If the book is viewed in paper format, list the city and state for the publisher location. The exception is university presses that have the state as part of university’s name. See Tushnet below. The state is not listed.*


Book viewed in electronic format (DOI listed)

Book chapter viewed in paper format
*Notice edition versus no edition.*


Book chapter viewed in electronic format (DOI listed)

Dissertations and theses viewed from ProQuest Dissertations and Theses

U.S. government publications available electronically

Internet resources or sites
*It is common to have missing elements for complete citation, as websites often are missing authors or dates. Also, use your judgment with use of the most stable URL, even if it means linking to home page rather than directly to content.*

General format:

Example:
More examples citations for websites

http://libres.lib.uiowa.edu/apa/guide.pdf

Getting More Help
Besides the references above, see the examples below for assistance and examples under references at the APA site: http://www.apastyle.org/learn/faqs/index.aspx

Contact your library liaison for more specific questions or to help with access of APA resources.